Let’s Go
Vilna Shul and West End Museum
Boston, MA
Friday, March 24, 2017

To sign up, please call or email: Ruth Natanson, 978-771-7086
Email: ruth@natanson.net

Our recommendation is public transportation; details will be sent later.
Note on mobility issues: Besides the 10 minute walk from the Red Line T or government center T stop to each museum, there are some stairs at the Vilna Shul. at the entrance and to go up to the second floor. They do not have an elevator.

To reserve your spot: please send $10 check ($5 for each museum) made out to Ruth Natanson and mail to:
Ruth Natanson
140 Railroad Avenue, B214
Norwood MA 02062

Name __________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________
Cell phone _______________________________________________________
Email address ____________________________________________________